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Star Army Security

This page is a template for occupations or jobs.

A brief overview of the occupation goes here. You can optionally put a graphic in this section to show
what someone of that occupation looks like, or a symbol for that occupation like an insignia or rating
patch.

History

In this section you can describe when this occupation was created and what changes have been made to
this occupation over time. You can also put things like notable people who have had this job.

Eligibility

Who can get this job, and what sort of education and background to they need to get the job? For
example Star Army ship captains have to have been a First Officer. Is there a school they need to have
attended? Do they need a degree? etc.

Ranks

The minimum rank for this occupation is Santô Hei and the maximum rank is Jôtô Heisho.

Playing

How would you recommend this occupation is played in the roleplay? What are some things the player
can do to make the most of their character with this occupation and to seem believable and helpful to
other players? What are their expected duties? Where are people in this occupation usually found?

Skills

A subsection of how to play the occupation. What are the things that characters in this occupation are
able to do?

Player Expectations

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:ranks:santo_hei
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Does this occupation have any OOC side to it? For example, some Star Army jobs have OOC sides to
them, like the journalist is expected to actually write news stories, the clerk is supposed to actually
manage personnel for their plot, the supply character's owner is supposed to manage ship inventory on
the wiki and RP post supply requests to Star Army Logistics. If there are expectations put on the player,
list them here so they are on the same page and not signing up for something they're not able or willing
to do.

List of Characters

(If available, we can use struct to automatically list characters in that occupation)

Nothing found

OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2022/09/28 04:27 by Immortal Cyan. Adopted by Locked 0ut � This
article is a work in progress; It is currently not approved as canon.
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